GUIDES

There are unexpected public
spaces hidden in downtown
San Francisco. Here are 11
worth exploring
By John King | June 14, 2022 | Updated: June 14, 2022 9:32 PM

These are strange times for San Francisco’s “privately owned public
open spaces,” or POPOS. With office workers still wary of returning
to the Financial District in the age of COVID, many that are tucked
inside or on top of buildings remain off-limits. Some streetside
plazas, meanwhile, just look forlorn.
But more and more are reopening, which is as it should be — these
are public spaces that developers are required to add to their
projects. The best are relaxing and invigorating at once, surprises
that help make an area like the Financial District worth exploring
even if you aren't heading to your job.
And where to begin? Glad you asked. Here are 11 spaces that feel
more inviting than ever, welcome oases in downtown’s still-arid
landscape. We've also highlighted four popular spots that are
getting makeovers. Let’s hope that when they return, they’re more
inviting than ever.
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100 Pine St.

Honestly, I preferred this hidden oasis amid tall towers when it felt like a grotto with moss and ferns. A
2019 makeover brought a more (generic) stylized tone, but this remains the Financial District's most
idiosyncratic nook. The redone fountain has uplit sheen; bamboo hedges help to screen surrounding
walls. Another plus: A branch of popular Lou's Cafe means our secluded sliver hums with life at lunch.
How to find it: Walk up Front Street past Pine and look for a pedestrian ramp on the left, after 100 Pine
and before the basement garage entrance. The sound of water will beckon as you rise.

Back to map

55 Second St.

This space that fills the inside of a 1908 post office has been through several incarnations since it opened
in 2002, including an early spell where the original owner neglected to include seating. Now it's a
laptop-toting nomad's dream with several oversized chairs, long tables for groups and individual work
posts popping up along comfortable settees.
How to find it: Enter the lobby and head left past the security guard. Follow the hallway past excellent
paintings and ascend the steps at the end. You're there.

Back to map

181 Fremont St.

••
With the rooftop park of Salesforce Transit Center just yards away, do we need an enclosed 7th floor
"urban park"? Yes! There's a top-flight coffee vendor (Andytown, from the Outer Sunset) and a glassed-in
lounge for climate-controlled comfort on cold mornings or windy afternoons. The footbridge to the park,
meanwhile, offers a cool perspective on the structural wizardry of the perforated scrim that wraps the
transit center's undulating upper floors.
How to find it: From the street, go to the elevator in the back of the glassy office lobby. From the transit
center rooftop park — a must-visit itself — the pedestrian bridge is on the south rim of the park toward
the bay.

Back to map

555 Mission St.
The best urban plazas offer a mix of spaces for you to explore or relax in at will. This one does so with
soothing sophistication, centered on Jonathan Borofsky's towering metal artwork "Humans." Or you can
sit nearby and commune with one of Ugo Rondinone's mottled "Moonrise" busts, swathed in lavender
against a buoyant living wall. Gingko Trees in back shade a set of streamlined wooden benches, a nook
within a nook.
How to find it: Easy! Stroll in from Mission or Minna streets. And if there's too much hardscape for you,
the bamboo-lined 560 Mission plaza across the way offers strong competition.

Back to map

222 Second St.
Cuddly it's not — but for high design with teak walls that display several huge Frank Stella artworks, this
tiered room with 25-foot glass walls along Howard Street cannot be beat. Pre-pandemic it often was full,
aided by a coffee stand that should reopen once office workers return in greater numbers. Now, you
might have the spacious den all to yourself, except for a security guard who doesn't hassle passersby
taking a few moments to check their phones in chic surroundings.
How to find it: Look for the crisply forbidding black tower at the corner of Mission and Howard streets.
Then enter through Howard's glass wall — the doors are almost always wide open.

Back to map

Trinity Place
Planning Director Dean Macris and his staff did a great job in the 1980s finding ways to sneak slivers of
public space into the Financial District, and this is a good example: When 333 Bush St. was approved in
1983, the developer was required to upgrade block-long Trinity Street as a pedestrian-friendly passage,

accompanied by raised seating amid ivy and trees for part of the way. The space has aged well, not a
destination but a nice spot to kick back and rest your legs.
How to find it: On the south side of Bush near Montgomery. Be sure to check out Trinity Arts & News, a
bookstore consisting of shelves set into the wall of an office building along the alley.

Back to map

525 Market
Looking for an urbane spot to chill? Try this large plaza done in 2017 by architect Richard Keating with
conceptual assistance from PWP Landscape Architecture. A round bubbling fountain rises from black
volcanic rock to lure you in from Market Street. A staircase leads up to a second level along
amphitheater-like seating that offers a captivating, just-raised perspective of the Financial District. The
back of the plaza — flaneurs take note! — links to alleyways leading south.
How to find it: You can't miss it — especially with that donut-like glass fountain bubbling in gauzy
splendor.

Back to map

101 Second St.
This old favorite is always in style, with its glassed-in corner where Second and Mission streets meet.
You'll find more plants than before the pandemic, a tropical look that fits the lazy setting with its
afternoon mix of sun and shade. A good sign downtown is back, at least the blocks south of Market
Street, will be when this space again bustles as a community hub. Oh, and don't forget the treehouselike mezzanine.
How to find it: On nice days, several of the tall, glass wall panels pivot open invitingly. Otherwise, there's
a door on Mission and a door on Second.

Back to map

The Infinity
Not every downtown oasis is linked to an office building: this serene canyon of billowy green sits amid
the towers of the Infinity condo complex. Shaded and operatic, the path between Main and Spear streets
threads past broad maples rising from rounded mounds of purple flowers. On one side is terraced
granite seating, on the other a wall draped by thin sheets of cascading water. Grab lunch to go from
nearby Woodlands Market, and you're set.
How to find it: There are wide entrances off both Main and Spear streets, the latter including a climb of
several steps. There's no sign announcing this as a public space, but trust me.

Back to map

San Francisco Federal
Building
Entering is an airport-like chore, even removing your belt before passing through the metal detector, but
consider the payoff: a 12th-floor open-air terrace cut into a swashbuckling 18-story metal-clad slab, with
a downward view of City Hall's dome to the north and the distant gantry cranes of Pier 80 to the south.
Add two skywalks and plenty of sturdy metal tables and chairs and you'll agree — this space is worth
seeking out.
How to find it: The entrance to the tower is on Seventh Street between Market and Mission, not exactly
Seacliff. Once inside you'll need to sign in and go through security.

Back to map

Ruth Asawa's fountain
If Union Square is too touristy, check out the city's most whimsical fountain — a 1972 bronze-paneled
time capsule from Ruth Asawa that's seven feet tall and set into a sloped plaza. Its 41 panels depict
hundreds of places and characters from the era that were fashioned from bread dough by the artist and
her friends before being cast. The plaza itself is snug but comfortable, with ficus trees in lozenge-like
planter boxes and 10 heavy wooden tables against a green wall. Apple redid the space as part of its
flagship store, which forms the plaza's southern edge.
How to find it: When Apple's metallic sheen gives way on Stockton Street to concrete steps along the
barrel-shaped fountain, you have arrived.

Back to map

MISSING IN ACTION

Redwood Park
One of downtown's most cherished spaces is the wooden glen next to the Transamerica Pyramid, is
fenced off while the icon gets a makeover. Let's hope this doesn't include major changes to the fountain
and statuesque trees.

Back to map

MISSING IN ACTION

343 Sansome
Of the rooftop terraces now closed for a variety of reasons, some more dubious than others, the absence
of this 13th floor aerie stands out; supposedly the spacious summit is being overhauled after 20 years
and will reopen later this year.

Back to map

MISSING IN ACTION

One Sansome
This shell of a classical banking temple is the forcecourt to a 42-story tower that also is getting redone.
Ominously, the "conservatory" will be used as a posh restaurant at night — planners need to make sure it
remains truly public during the day, even if we arrive with coffee and a book instead of an expense
account credit card.

Back to map

MISSING IN ACTION

101 California
There was no FiDi plaza more popular at lunch than the granite-clad triangle at the base of one of the
skyline's most distinctive towers, especially with its pyramid-like stacks of tiered seating. Now the plaza
is fenced off and the pyramids have been leveled for a makeover emphasizing openness. We shall see.

Back to map
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